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Brokenness into blessings…
2020 has been a year filled with broken moments, moments that filled hearts
with betrayal, discouragement, anger and fear. These moments have left
people feeling lost, alone, powerless and confused. As I (Micaila) have been
praying on what to share in our last newsletter of the year, the same phrase
has resonated in my heart “brokenness into blessings”. In the midst of the
most tumultuous time in my life as an American, God is reminding me over
and over that I am His, that He is in control, and that this earth is temporary.

Hail into sanctuary…
As many of you may remember, we have been hailed on multiple times
over the last several years, totaling metal roofs at camp and our house
several times. While in the midst of these storms and cleaning up the
aftermath, it was easy to be angry/frustrated and ask God why He
would allow such destruction. But thanks to that brokenness, God
provided the metal to build a five-stall barn we needed this year to
shelter our horses more securely – a project brand new that would have
cost thousands of dollars we didn’t have.

Broken body into renewed calling & new family…
You may also recall that when Mike and I first married in 2015, my back
was severely compromised in a previous work accident and I walked
with a cane. My doctors were telling me I might be in a wheelchair by
the time I was thirty and I had to quit my job as a veterinary technician.
Through God providing insurance and the right surgeon, my back
underwent three surgeries. I am stronger and now pregnant with our
first child, and have new doors of ministry opened to me through my
journey of physical therapy and recovery – opportunities that never
would have come if I hadn’t gone through all of that pain, struggle and
character-building.

A broken world into a rescued people…
God sent His most precious thing, His love for us in the form of a baby during a
very broken time of unrest in Israel. He would grow up to save us from our
irreparable brokenness and prepare an eternal Kingdom for us.
As the Jews waited expectantly for the Messiah to arrive, let us all wait and watch
eagerly for God to reveal His blessings in the midst of the brokenness in our lives
right now. Be expectant! Be eager!
Serving alongside you – Mike & Micaila

